
COURSE NAME: Firewall & Internet Security  COURSE CODE: ITIS3201 

PRE-REQUISITE: ITNT2201 Principles of Data 
Telecommunication, ITSE1203 Web Development 

CREDIT HOURS: 3 

PASSING GRADE: C LEVEL: Bachelor  

NO. OF THEORY & PRACTICAL HOURS  (2 : 2)   

Goal: This course aims to demonstrate how to plan and implement a firewall based on a security 
policy and provide the key component to a secure system. 
Objectives: The course should enable the student to:  
1. Demonstrate how to plan and implement a firewall based on a security policy and provide the 

key component to a secure system. 

OUTCOMES Method 

1 
Describe the terminology and fundamentals concepts related to firewalls and network
perimeter defense. Theory 

2 
Analyze the security concerns related to common protocols associated with different 
layers of TCP/IP model. Theory 

3 
Categorize different type of firewalls in terms of their way of working and the layer
of OSI and TCP/IP models at which they operate. 

Theory / 
Practical

4 
Compare various DMZ architectures in terms of their strengths and limitations Theory / 

Practical

5 

Describe various features provided by network-based firewalls, including content 
filtering, virtual private network (including common VPN protocols such as PPTP,
L2TP, IPSec and Socks), network address translation (NAT), load balancing and
fault tolerance. 

Theory / 
Practical

6 
Configure suitable modern firewall products, in harmony with other security
mechanisms employed in a network, and troubleshoot associated problems 

Theory /
Practical

7 
Design appropriate firewall rule-set in accordance with the requirements and network
security policy of organization. 

Theory/ 
Practical

8 
Describe other modern mechanisms used for network perimeter defense, including
intrusion detection and prevention systems. Theory 

9 
Explain various techniques commonly used to bypass firewalls, along with
appropriate countermeasures. 

Theory / 
Practical

Hardware  Tools:  
[1] Cisco routers and Switches (Layer 2 and Layer 3)  
[2] Different labs need specific software please see inside for details.  
[3] Cisco ASA 5500/5505 firewall  
[4] Firewall Builder (fwbuilder-5.1.0.3599)  
[5] Open source IDS/IPS  
Software Tools: CISCO Packet tracer 6.0 or higher 
Book:  
[1] Firewalls and Internet Security - Repelling the Wily Hacker, 2nd Edition, by W. R. Cheswick, 
S. M. Bellovin, A. D. Rubin; Addison-Wesley 



[2] Introduction to Computer Security, by Matt Bishop; Prentice Hall 
 

Reference Material:  
 CEH Official Certified Ethical Hacker Review Guide, by Kimberly Graves; Sybex 
 The International Handbook of Computer Security, Jae, Anique, Joel; Amacom  

 
 


